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3 SATA OPEN MEETING MINUTES NOVEMBER 6TH 2014 FS



SATA
Scottish Accessible Transport Alliance
Charity No SC027600

Open Meeting


Draft Minutes

	Chairman's welcome and introductions (Terry Robinson)


Present: John Ballantine Terry Barlow, Amanda Burt, John Clow, Arthur Cowie, Iain Cuthbertson, Stan Flett, Mark Gill, Douglas Gilroy, Mike Harrison, Pat McGuigan, Rod Murchison, John Moore, Patrick Nyamurundira, Alan Rees, Alison Ritchie, Terry Robinson, Frances Simpson
	Apologies for absence


Fiona Anderson, Chris Clarke, Derek Dewar, Margaret Gilroy, Jan Goodall, David Griffiths, John MacDonald, Bill McIntosh, Jim McKay, Jan Goodall, David Griffiths, Pauline Nolan, Hussein Patwa, Alison Ritchie, Liz Rowlett, Alistair Scott, Karl Vanters, Ian Walker, Muriel Williams, 

	Minutes of the Meeting on 17th September 2014 (circulated)


Approved: Douglas, seconded by Pat.

	Matters arising and action points


	Action relating to the issue raised re why National Express not accept Scottish Bus passes. Terry B had attended a meeting at Holyrood attended by MACS and this was raised but there was no reply to this at the time. Stan thought that this might be because the journey started in England even though the full journey by any individual passenger may be in Scotland only. SATA will write to the Minister to raise this.
	AGM venue – criticism was raised that the venue for the AGM was not appropriately checked for accessibility. Frances Simpson accepted responsibility for this as she had checked if it was accessible and did not specifically check for the toilets. This highlighted the issue that ‘accessibility’ is not a well understood term. We would be clear in the future. 


	Terry B was nominated to be on the cross party group but this was never fed through to Quarriers who hold the secretariat for this group, and so he has never been involved. Terry B saw the list of names of those who are on this list and he queried that some of those SATA people who are no longer members. It was pointed out that these groups are usually open to the public and members of the public can speak. However, members of the public have to let someone know in advance so that they can pass through security.


Terry R has offered to phone the cross party group’s secretariat to inform her that Terry B is SATA rep for this group. 


	Accessible Transport Strategy 


SATA’s Accessible Transport Strategy and Action Plan for Scotland has now been circulated. This was mentioned on the radio this morning following an article in the Scotsman written by David Hunter. David was invited to be interviewed and he took up this opportunity but there was no time to notify the membership and no one from SATA could be part of the interview.

Keith Brown is interested in what we are doing and we are presenting the Strategy to the cross party group on December 5th. This document was approved at the last meeting and was sent out for consultation. This is a plan from 2015-2020. There are key messages that we need to disseminate and we need to find a champion in Government to own and monitor and progress this.

Actions by committee so far include sending to the Minister and the leaders of the other political parties in Scotland. It was sent to the press who showed no interest in it. It was sent to SATA members before it was put on the website and made generally available to anyone who wants to read it. It has also been ‘tweeted’ by David Hunter and there has been a good response. There was a small article in Holyrood magazine (policy magazine read by MSPs). 

On our website there is a link on the home page and a response page. The closing date is January 16th and so we need to be able to engage our members. We should try to get some stats to gather the hits on the website. We should explore the cost and pay for this so that we can see who is reading our site. Mike will action this. 

There is to be a major event next year about community transport and SATA will be part of the planning of this. 

We need our members to encourage people to read it and make comments and to get it out to other organisations. We could consider finding volunteers to be involved with the media/politicians to be advocates on behalf of the organisation on this consultation process. Douglas asked for volunteers to do this: Terry R said he would be one as he is fronting this at the cross party group.[AP TR]

Alan has offered to take on the co-ordination of the gathering of responses that are received and help to produce a report as soon as possible after this to aim for implementation from April. He explained the response form as it asks people to comment on the principle of the strategy first and he explained that this meant that the consultation could be in 2 parts – ie making sure that people believe that this is a document worth producing. 


	Regional Groups


We have finally agreed to do this but it is at an early stage. The purpose of these groups is to allow us to influence regional transport groups and to gather local input into national policy. The issues currently are regionally defined and our structure presently does not allow us to respond to that

Arthur raised that we had agreed certain actions at a previous meeting and he asked what we were asking people to agree to. We are hoping to get these groups established and he believed we had already agreed this principle and the committee agreed this.

Moving on to implementation, Terry R mentioned that a membership list was circulated indicating who was a member and in what area. There are errors on this list regarding the Lochaber panel and these must be resolved as a matter of urgency. Terry R asked if we could get this membership list updated as a first step.

We agreed that this would be resolved by those involved at the end of the meeting.

Terry R said that the documents were helpful with some small amendments. First of all we need to think about set up – the ambition is to cover all the 7 transport regions but perhaps we start with those regions where we know we have members. Terry listed some and asked for some suggestions and Terry B added Tactrans in Tayside. Terry B and Terry R are going to work on this set up and we need an agreement of what the groups purposes are. This will be produced in a plan before the meeting in February. 

	Information Exchange


Stan Flett has been involved in work in Aberdeen regarding Taxis. The plan is that drivers can sometimes say to people that they can’t help passengers for various reasons and they have a certificate that they show passengers to explain why. But for visually impaired people this is not helpful so what is being suggested is a laminated sheet with a symbol at the foot that would inform people who can’t see. 

This has been well received in the cross party group and an MSP, Michael McMahon has said that he would be willing to circulate this information to all local authorities and it will go through COSLA. Terry R expressed some apprehension – ie. When does this happen – bookable cab or just flagging it down? If this is for a booked service and then the appropriate support isn’t available even having a certificate isn’t helpful. So although this is helpful in circumstances when the taxi is flagged ad hoc, there needs to be complementary work on making sure that bookable services can provide the appropriate support. Discussion followed and the committee agreed. Onus is on the passenger as well as the driver to make sure their needs are met.

We had a brief discussion about the difficulties of setting minimum numbers of accessible cabs because of the impact of ambulant disabled people. Although Aberdeen has voted for only accessible cars, there are still saloon cars available. All areas have different rules. Ranks in Glasgow have to be only hackney cabs as in Edinburgh but you can access other cars but only on phoning to book.

Stan Flett asked if airports charge people to drop people off? This is being started in Aberdeen. What does the organisation think? Terry B said that this should have been addressed by the local disability groups at the time. Terry R commented that this is exactly why our regional groups are important as we want consistency to stop these local differences.

Mike Harrison – Edinburgh is proposing a revision of Taxicard scheme. They are stopping this to have a contract with companies to allow passengers to get a discount from companies but the impact is that the council will no longer be putting any money into it as the reductions would have to come out of the profits of the companies. 

Patrick Nyamurundira – thanked the committee for his nomination for an individual award.

Update – a new company will be running the Scotrail franchise from April. At the moment what they are doing is continuing with projects to end March and they will wait to see the new company’s strategies. He is hopeful that the relationship will continue as they had carried out consultation before they submitted their bid. Staff will transfer but the detail is not agreed as yet. This new company does run other services elsewhere and so have the experience. 

Patrick had also attended a meeting in London with the DfT on new European minimum standards and codes of practice and these will become mandatory from January. These standards will be out to consultation in December but the timescales are very tight. Because of that, we questioned how far we could be involved before January and we agreed that this would be looked at and would be dealt with by the committee. 

John said that this issue had been around for many years as SATA responded to a consultation on this as early as 2009 and Patrick confirmed this saying that this is a review to make sure that the European standards are adopted across all rail networks in Europe. 

Terry R – attended the Scottish Older Peoples Alliance and attended the Transport and Environment Group. The Thistle Card was mentioned as it had been discontinued but other organisations had introduced their own. This is unfortunate because, though laudable it would be better if the Govt had a national scheme to guarantee consistency. 

Patrick explained that the cost to produce the cards was £200,000 and they were not prepared to pay for something that was not being. However, operators said that they would have no way of knowing who this should be distributed to, as it was local authorities who had the databases to know who should have the card. So companies then produced their own cards to help passengers in terms of basic communication and asking for help; but they couldn’t do any more than this. 

Due to cost there seems to be no realistic prospect of a national scheme being re-adopted. But it might be realistic to think that regional transport authorities might have resources for this. 

Iain Cuthbertson – Quarriers now have a staff member in place to help with the secretariat of the cross party group. 

Alan Rees – next year is the 20th anniversary of SATA and we want to make an event of it and raising our profile. The Committee will consider this.

Pat McGuigan – Pat mentioned that a letter had been sent to SATA from SDEF raising a complaint about derogatory remarks made about SDEF by SATA and asking for an apology but this apology was never received. No one on the committee had received any letter and Terry R asked that a duplicate be sent to him before making any further comment, but that if an apology were required then clearly we were keen to re-establish good relations with SDEF. 

John Clow – asked how many access panels were members of SATA. As we would like more panels to be members we will contact them to encourage them to become members. Brian had contacted every panel in Scotland and so we can follow up on this. We discussed the membership of SATA and agreed we wanted more people to join and this would be a management committee issue.

	AOCB


None. 

	 Next Meeting: February 11th in Camelon. 12 to 5pm with lunch at 12.30


Frances Simpson (Meetings Organiser/Minute Secretary), 53 North Street, Newtyle, Angus, PH12 8TU; 07447 591202
E-mail: fjanes1@gmail.com 

PLEASE USE EMAIL IF AT ALL POSSIBLE. OR MOBILE.



SUMMARY OF ACTION POINTS

	Letter to the Minister for Transport regarding the issue of National bus companies not recognising Scottish concessionary travel passes. 

MH
	Terry R will write to Quarriers confirming that Terry B is SATA rep on the cross party group

MH - done
	Mike to monitor hits to the website. 

MH – now set up
	Alan to co-ordinate responses to the Strategy consultation document


	Mike and all to ensure membership list is up to date 

MH, in process for handing over to TB
	Terry B and Terry R to work together on the remit for the regional groups

TR & TB + AC & MH
	European Code of Conduct for rail operators to come to the Committee following launch on December 3rd


	Committee to consider the celebrations for the 20th anniversary next year


	SDEF to send a duplicate letter of complaint to Terry R (not clear who is doing this)

MH – been requested
	Agreement to contact Access Panels re membership of SATA following Brian’s work (not allocated to any individual)

MH


